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 i 
Synopsis 
 
Many writers on simultaneous interpreting (Hereinafter referred to as SI) have 
been concerned with the contrasting surface structures of source and target 
languages, notably word order. This is widely assumed to be a significant 
challenge to SI, and much normative writing (including introductory textbooks) 
focuses on heuristics and strategies for handling SL/TL asymmetries (Ilg 1978, 
Wilss 1978, Zhong 1984, cited Setton 1999:128). German has traditionally been 
the main focus of interest in this respect. However similar and new difficulties 
have recently been claimed for emerging conference languages like Japanese and 
Chinese.  
Conflicts in word order between Chinese and English have been viewed as a major 
problem trigger in SI between Chinese and English. Chinese is significantly left 
branching, especially Noun Phrases (NP) and Verb Phrases (VP), where the 
modifiers or qualifiers of the Head Noun or Verb are attached to the left. Studies of 
word order contrasts in this language pair have been carried out by Dawrant and 
Setton.  
This paper aims to probe word order asymmetry between Chinese and English 
attributive structures. At the same time, the author attempts to propose tentative 
strategies to cope with such asymmetry during C<>E SI and a small experiment 
has been carried out to test how students after 1 year Simultaneous Interpreting 
training handle such asymmetry in a simulated conference interpreting without text. 
As a result, suggestions are presented.  
There are altogether four chapters in this paper: Language specificity and SI, 
differences between English & Chinese attributive structures and problem triggers, 
SI of E&C attributive structures, and experiment & suggestions, excluding an 
introduction and a conclusion.  
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 ii 
In the Introduction, the author explains the purpose of this paper. The author points 
out that word order asymmetry between Chinese and English does constitute 
problem triggers during SI between these two language pairs. Thus ways must be 
find out to maximize efficiency and accuracy.  
In Chapter One, the author first sketches the theoretical background and different 
views on language specificity, then points out that word order asymmetry is a 
language-specific problem during the SI of C<>E attributive structures. The author 
also discusses SI text typology and its relation with the SI of attributive structures, 
which is a prerequisite in the study of attributive structures. 
In Chapter Two, the author first defines attributive structure and then focuses on 
the elaboration of differences between English and Chinese attributive structures. 
Then the author explores problem triggers that might arise during SI.  
In Chapter Three, the author proposes SI principles and strategies for English and 
Chinese attributive structures, especially complex pre-modifying Chinese 
attributive structures and post-modifying English attributive structures through 
corpus analysis.  
In Chapter Four, the author conducts an experiment with an attempt to find 
strategies adopted by SI students and failures due to word order asymmetry with 
respect to attributive structure. Limitations and significance of this experiment are 
discussed. Accordingly, suggestions are proposed.  
Finally, the author concludes that the implication of this paper for teaching and 
research in the field of interpreting is that SI training program should be geared 
towards anticipation and memory. The author also emphasizes the importance of 
corpus.  
KEYWORDS: E & C Attributive structures;  SI Strategies 
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论文摘要 
汉语同英语在词序上的不同被认为是汉英同传中的一个主要问题诱因
problem trigger 汉语中修饰语明显偏左 left branching 特别是名词及
动词短语的修饰语  Setton和Dawrant已经在汉英词序差异方面作了相应研
究  
本文旨在探讨汉英定语结构中的词序不对称性 同时 作者也尝试性提出处
理该不对称性的策略 并进行了一个小型实验 以测试经过了1年同传训练的
学生如何在模拟的无稿会议同传中处理该不对称性以及遇到的困难  
本文共由六个部分组成 前言 语言特殊性与同传 英汉定语结构差异及问
题诱因 英汉定语结构同传策略 实验及建议 结论  
前言部分首先阐述了本文的目的并对全文作了总体介绍 作者指出汉英词序
不对称性 word order asymmetry 在汉英同传中造成了问题诱因 problem 
triggers 因而必须找出提高同传效率及准确性的方法  
第一章简要介绍了语言特殊性的理论背景及各家观点 继而指出语序不对称
性在汉英定语结构的同传过程中是一个语言特殊性问题 作者同时还探讨了
同传文本类型与英汉定语结构的关系及相应影响  
第二章列举了定语结构的定义 重点阐述了英汉定语结构的差异 同时分析
了在同传过程中可能出现的问题诱因  
第三章提出了英汉定语结构同传的原则及相应策略  
第四章描述了一个小型实验 旨在分析同传学员在定语结构同传中所采取的
策略及失误 并就如何提高同传的效率及准确性提出了一些建议和看法 结
论部分综述全文 指出同传培训项目应该重视培养学生的预测和记忆能力
同时也强调了语料库建设的重要性  
关键词 定语 同传 策略 
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 1 
 
Introduction 
 
Simultaneous interpreting is not a matter of mechanically replacing the words of 
one language with the dictionary equivalent of the other. Obviously, and especially 
since the word order of English and Chinese is remarkably different and because 
of the cultural style difference between candor and ambiguity in expression, it is 
important for the interpreter to study this aspect. 
 
Although word order differences between Chinese and English have been 
described as the primary source of difficulty in SI in this language combination 
and comparative studies on Chinese and English has achieved a lot since its 
beginning in 1970s, little theoretical or empirical study has been conducted with 
the aim of identifying and exploring these word order differences. (Dawrant, 1996: 
61) Among various word order differences in this language pair, contrasting 
attributive structures might be one of the most complicated.  
 
Thus, this thesis will propose a tentative typology of such word order differences 
of attributive structures and SI coping tactics through the examples of ‘difficult 
sentences’ in the literature of Chinese<>English SI. Discussion will be focused on 
pre-modifying Chinese attributive structure and post-modifying English attributive 
structure. Both of them are typical in respective language with the purpose of 
providing reference for the teaching of Chinese<>English simultaneous 
interpreting. 
 
In Chapter One, the author first gives an account of different theoretical views on 
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 2 
language specificity and points out that word order asymmetry as 
language-specific issue during SI might generate problems. Contrasting word 
order between Chinese & English, real-time SI types and SI text typology are also 
described to pave the way for the following study. 
 
In Chapter Two, the author further elaborates the differences between English & 
Chinese attributive structures with respect to types and word order. The author also 
attempts to figure out reasons why such differences might be problem triggers. 
 
In Chapter Three, the author proposes SI principles and strategies for English & 
Chinese attributive structures through corpus & discourse analysis. Discussion 
falls into 2 parts: first, SI principles of attributive structures; Second, SI strategies 
for pre-modification of Chinese attributive structures and post-modification of 
English attributive structures. These points are illustrated with examples of 
interpreting between English and Chinese. 
 
This thesis focuses on the idea that interpreting is a language-specific activity. 
Thus, in Chapter Four, the author first conducts an empirical research on the SI of 
Chinese<>English attributive structures and an experiment is described. The study 
focuses on the SI results of 6 interpreting students with the aim to identify 
difficulties and strategies peculiar to this language combination. The source 
speeches are the English and Chinese versions of Speech by H.E. Zhu Rongji, 
Premier of the State Council of The People’s Republic of China at Round Table of 
World Summit on Sustainable Development 03/09/2002 and Remarks by 
American President Clinton to Students and Community of Peking University 
(06/1998) The methodologies for professional training in simultaneous interpreting 
and for self acquisition of SI techniques are also discussed.
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 3 
 
Chapter One: Language Specificity and SI 
 
 
2. Theoretical arguments on language specificity  
 
Some theoreticians consider that interpreting is an intellectual task which, when 
working languages are well mastered, transcends them. Some even claim that 
practitioners only rarely notice specific interlingual differences while interpreting, 
since “ideas which are expressed clearly pose no comprehension or reformulation 
problems” (Seleskovitch 1975, cited by Gile, 1995: 231). Some other theoreticians 
hold a different opinion. Most of them refer to the specificity of interpretation 
between German and French while specificity of interpretation between Chinese 
and English has not been paid enough attention. Let us first take a look at 
theoretical arguments on this aspect before going further into the discussion of 
E<>C SI of attributive structures. 
 
1.1 The Interpretive Theory of Translation  
The Interpretive Theory of Translation (Hereinafter referred to as IT) assumes that 
interpreting is primarily an interpretative reproduction of the source text. The 
interpreting is a comprehension-reproduction process between the source and the 
target languages. Interpreters, comprehend the source text first, and then reproduce 
the original text in the target language according to their comprehension of the 
source text. Good interpreters, according to this school of theories, are excellent 
reproducers of the well-understood source text. A good illustration of the 
theoretical method behind this approach might be found in Christiane Nord’s book 
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 4 
Text Analysis in Translation (1991), in which she usefully summarizes the 
following observations on translation: 
 
The translator is not the sender of the ST (source-text) message but a text producer 
in the target culture who adopts somebody else’s intention in order to produce a 
communicative instrument for the target culture, or a target-culture document of a 
source-culture communication (1991:11) The reception of a text depends on the 
individual expectations of the recipient, which are determined by the situation in 
which he receives the text as well as by his social background, his world 
knowledge, and/or his communicative needs (1991:16).  
 
This kind of hermeneutic approach or the theory of sense has been fully illustrated 
in Seleskovitch-Lederer’s work Interpreter Pour Traduire (1984). Seleskovitch and 
Lederer hold that a hermeneutic approach is more adapted to the primary function 
of interpreting as communicative activity than the traditional “comparative” 
approach. Interpreters cannot reproduce the source message in the target language 
until they can understand it and explain it in their own thinking. Sense, according 
to them is “made up of the linguistic meaning aroused by speech sounds and of a 
cognitive addition to it that emerges together with that linguistic meaning.” 
(Seleskovitch, 1978; cited by Asher, 1994) 
 
1.1.1 Three stages of IT 
Generally speaking, IT views interpreting composed of three stages, namely the 
comprehension, deverbalization and expression that cannot be seen (Lederer, 
1986). 
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(1) Comprehension. During this process, the interpreter listens to a linguistically 
meaningful signal that is perceived, analyzed and understood at an 
intellectual level;  
(2) Deverbalization. The signal is deliberately forgotten leaving only the mental 
image;  
According to Seleskovitch, deverbalization is the tendency towards focusing 
on the sense rather than the form of the message (Seleskovitch,1978). Spoken 
language is characterized by evanescence. The spoken words disappear as soon 
as the message is understood and the message is alive in the mind of the 
listener who remembers the meaning it conveyed and not its form. That is to 
say, after a meaning is built up in any language, the building block 
successively disappears. Deverbalization is a cognitive process, the parsed 
input fragments becomes a cognitive memory in human brain. In the 
interpreting setting, before restating in the target language (Hereinafter referred 
to as TL) what he hears, the interpreter reduces the speaker’s formulated 
thought to an unformulated thought (Seleskovitch, 1986: 42). As interpreting is 
in essence a meaning-based transcoding, the interpreter ought to digest the 
message of its source language (Hereinafter referred to as SL) trappings, and 
reformulate the gist in the TL. 
(3)  Expression. During this process, a new linguistic signal is created in another 
language.  
Seleskovitch holds that theoretically, there is no reason why the interpreter’s 
version should show any trace of having been originally stated in another 
language. In other words, what the interpreter says is, in principle, independent 
of the source language. Practitioners only rarely notice specific interlingual 
differences while interpreting, since ideas which are expressed clearly pose no 
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